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KP System of Astrology is based on star lord and 
sublord theory which has proved successful in 
predictive astrology. The star lord signifies the 
macro level and sublord indicates the micro level, 
the end results whether it is success or failure. 
The reason is why that many times the 
conventional astrology does not give a clue to the 
happening of a particular event but through KP the 
particular bhava results are taking place through 
the planet who is connected to Rasi, star lord or 
sublord of the particular bhava (cusp).  Many 
bhava results are getting modified by the 
connection of sublord of that cusp.  Hence for 
accurate predictions as per KP System it is 
inevitable to have the correct time of birth in order 
to have correct cuspal sublord  
 

Again for correct time of birth there are number of 
approaches about the delivery aspects. Normally 
many have accepted that  the first breath and cry 
of the child is to be taken as the time of birth, 
which is tallying in many cases. When the birth  
time was given by  somebody, first verify the cusp 
starlord or sublord whether connected to the birth 
star of the native.   

Invariably the I cusp star and sub should have 
connection with the birth star of the otherwise try 
to adjust the birth time by adding or substracting  
one one minute to arrive at a correct sub lord of 
the first cusp.  Then you verify the first issue birth 
star of the native which should tally with 5th cusp, 
spouse’s birth star should tally with 7th cusp, so 
also second issue birth star. Third issue birth star 
should tally with the 9th cusp and so on. 
Given below is the Chart No.1 who was born in 
Makha star and 1st cusp sub lord Moon is in 
Kethu star. First issue was born in birth star of 
Uttaraphalguni and 5th cusp sublord mercury in 
Uttaraphalguni.  Spouse was born in Aridra Star 
and 2nd issue was born in Sathabisham star 
which are tallying with 7th cusp sublord Rahu.  
Then 3rd conceiving is missed and 4th issue was 
born in Makha star which is tallying with 11th cusp 
sublord Kethu.  This type of cross tallying of birth 
star of the native, spouse, first, second and third 
issues with the relevant cusps would give more 
satisfaction in arriving the correct time of birth 
which may need small correction to arrive the 
correct sublord. 

 

 
 

 



Chart  No. 2 is of  a Famous Veena Artist Late Sri Pappu Someswara Rao born in Makha Star, the 1st 
cusp sublord is mercury is in the star of Kethu in DhanurRasi. The first issue was born in Visakha star 
tallys with the 5th cusp starlord jupiter. 2nd issue was born in pushyami tallies with 7th cusp sublord; 
spouse was born in Sravanam star where 7th cusp sublord is posited. 3rd issue was born in 
Sathabisham tallies with 9th cusp sublord Saturn who is with Rahu conjunction.  
 

 

 

Chart No.3 is of a female who was born in Pushyami Star tallying with 1st cusp sublord, first issue was 
born in Jyeshta star and 5th cusp sublord  Venus is in the Ashlesha/ Mercury star.  7th cusp sub lord is 
Rahu is with saturn who is lord of 7th from 7th house hence second issue could not survive. Third 
issue is born in Mrigasira Star and tallies with 9th cusp star lord Mars. 

 

 

 


